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This paper illustrates the rule-based approach
for Thai-English MT system. Section 2 explains
the major problems of development. Section 3
shows its architecture. Section 4 talks about the
implementation.
And
finally,
discussion,
conclusion and future work are presented.

Abstract
This paper presents an online Thai-English
MT system, called PARSITTE, which is an
extension of PARSIT English-Thai one. We aim
to assist foreigners and Thai in exchanging more
easily their information. The system is a rulebased and Interlingua approach. To improve the
system, we concentrate on pre-processing and
rule analysis phases, which are considered
necessary because of some specific problems of
Thai language.
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Problems in developing Thai-English MT

In this section, we illustrate some problems of
Thai language in machine translation viewpoint.
2.1

Word segmentation problem

Word segmentation is a major problem for
languages that have no word boundary, such as
Thai, Japanese, Chinese, etc. For example, the
string "ตากลม" in Thai can be defined in two senses:
"ตา-กลม (ta-klom)" means "round eye" and "ตาก-ลม
(tak-lom)" means "expose to the wind". The
correct sense can not be determined by the string
itself. It is necessary to know the context around it.
There are some researches on word segmentation
which mainly focus on statistical based approach.
Currently, the accuracy of word segmentation is
around 95-99% [18].

Introduction

Research on machine translation in Thai has
been started since 1980. The first English-Thai one
was set up under ARIANE project, followed by
five Asian languages machine translation joint
research under CICC project. After having finished
these two projects, we had a prototype of machine
translation system and a basic knowledge of Thai
language.
Knowledge-based MT [7] is an approach that
uses linguistics knowledge in the form of rule. The
experience from two mentioned projects helped us
in developing PARSIT, an online English-Thai MT
system [5, 15], under the collaboration with NEC
corporation Japan in 2001. The statistics showed
that using PARSIT as a translation tool is gradually
increasing. Currently, there are about 1,000 users
and up to 10,000 translated pages per day. ThaiEnglish MT system is one of the most requests in
our web board.
The important phases for developing ThaiEnglish MT system are morphological analysis and
rule analysis. Unlike English, which has concrete
separators for sentence and word boundaries
(period and space), Thai has nothing. Furthermore,
there are lexicon ambiguities in Thai, due to some
characteristics such as no inflection, no article and
no singular-plural form. These cause a difficulty in
analyzing rule.

2.2

Sentence segmentation problem

Since Thai has no explicit sentence boundary,
Sentence Segmentation is raised as one of
problematic issues. Space can be determined as a
hint for sentence marker, but it has more than one
function [2]. There are very few researches on
sentence segmentation [4, 6,9]. Most of them apply
machine learning to determine whether a space is
functioned as sentence segmentation marker or not.
Currently, the accuracy of sentence segmentation
is about 89% [19].
2.3

Lexicon ambiguity

In Thai, one word may have more than one
meaning and/or one syntactic category. A word
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like "ที่" has 6 categories: noun, pronoun,
conjunction, classifier, preposition and prefix. It is
difficult to handle this problem in rule analysis
phase. In our approach, the disambiguating rules
are abstracted from the restricted word position in
sentence. For example, in the sentence "คุณลุง มา จาก
บาน (uncle come from home)", as shown in figure 1,
the words "คุณลุง (uncle)" can be categorized as
"common noun" or "title noun", "มา (come)" as
"active verb" or "auxiliary verb", and "จาก (from)"
as "active verb" or "verbal preposition",
respectively. We reduce lexical ambiguity by
applying analysis rule that concentrates on the
position of words in sentence.

3.1

Morphological Analysis

Morphological Generation

Syntactic Analysis

Syntactic Generation

Figure 2 shows the overview of architecture for
Thai-English MT system. The dash-boxes are the
modules that we will develop in the next step. Our
system is composed of three main parts.
Firstly, pre-processing phase which is assigned
for preparing Thai input, because Thai has no
sentence and word boundaries. Currently, we have
developed word and sentence segmentation
modules to handle these tasks. This problem,
however, can not fully be solved by word and
sentence segmentation. There are a lot of
redundancies in Thai. If we can extract the
important information from each sentence, it will
help us translate more correctly. In the future, we
plan to apply Thai sentence summarization to this
system.
Secondly, translation phase which is composed
of two main parts: analysis module and generation
module. Analysis module is assigned for
interpreting Thai sentence to Interlingua
representation. Generation module is assigned for
interpreting Interlingua representation to English
sentence. We apply dictionary, rule database and
linguistics information such as verb pattern, etc., in
translating process.
Finally, the last phase is preparing formally
English sentence. We use transliterate module to
convert Thai unknown words (as a sound) to
English words (i.e. “สมชาย” to “Somchai”). Since
the current version is assumed to have lower
accuracy than English-Thai MT system, we plan to
add the post-editing module to improve the
translation result.
In order to increase the accuracy of translation,
which may be decreased from preprocessing phase,
we have a choice for users to translate in automatic
or semi-automatic mode, where users can verify
the output results from word segmentation and
sentence segmentation before sending them to
translate.
The detail of each module is explained in the
following sections.

Semantic Analysis

Semantic Generation

3.2

Figure 1: Example of lexicon ambiguity
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PARSITTE: online Thai-English MT system

We apply the same approach that we have
developed in English-Thai MT system to ThaiEnglish one. This system is the first Thai-English
MT that will be provided to public users.
Word Segmentation
Sentence Segmentation
Input Sentence
Sentence Summarization

Pre-Processing
Phase

Translation
Phase

Dictionary

Pre-processing module

Pre-processing module is assigned to solve the
problem of no-word boundary and no-sentence
boundary characteristics. We start from doing
word segmentation and then using the output to
apply to sentence segmentation module.

Interlingua

Post-Processing
Phase

System overview

Rule

Transliteration

3.2.1 Word Segmentation module
Word segmentation is a prerequisite for
developing Thai-English MT. In our system, we
apply SWATH which is an automatic Thai word
segmentation tool [8].
SWATH has been

Output Sentence
Post-Editing

Figure 2: Architecture of PARSITTE system
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main point of this paper focuses only on the
analysis module. We will explain the Thai
analysis rule and dictionary, which are the crucial
part for developing Thai-English MT system.

developed in RDI laboratory. It has two automatic
functions: automatic word segmentation and
automatic Part of Speech (POS) tagging. It
provides longest matching technique [17], maximal
matching technique [14] and POS bigram
technique [3, 10] for developers. Developers can
apply POS bigram technique, if they want to get
the automatic POS tagging. Our system uses
longest matching technique for segmenting words.
3.2.2 Sentence segmentation module
Sentence Segmentation is also a prerequisite for
developing Thai-English MT. We have applied
machine learning (SVM algorithm [1]) to train our
sentence segmentation model. To increase its
accuracy, we analyse words that have potential to
be clue words for sentence boundary such as “อยางไร
ก็ดี (however)”, “ยิ่งไปกวานั้น (moreover)” and so on.
The sentence segmentation algorithm requires
segmented words as learning information.
3.3

Figure 3: Example of Analysis and Generation.
3.3.1 Thai analysis rule
Thai analysis rule has two main functions: 1)
syntactic analysis is assigned for the obligatory
relations (the relations between verb and its
arguments) in terms of grammatical rule 2)
semantic analysis is assigned for mapping the
output from 1) to semantic case relation.

Translation module

Translation module is composed of two main
modules: analysis and generation as shown in
figure 2. The functionality of each module is as
follows:

We apply both top-down and bottom-up parsing
for Thai analysis rule. Top-down parsing is applied
to generate all possible alternatives. It generates
the alternatives under the restriction on related
lexicons in a sentence. The bottom-up parsing will
be processed when all possible alternatives have
been generated. It will conduct the elimination of
flawed alternatives or selection of the effective
ones, and finally select the best solution. The
grammar rules in parser are shown as follows [12]:

1) Morphological Analysis module: this module
serves as a pre-process of translation. It includes
dictionary loading and some morphological
disambiguation. For example POS disambiguation,
Thai Unknown Word, Word sense disambiguation.
2) Syntactic Analysis module: this module
serves as a syntactic level analysis. It analyses a
linear sentence and construct a syntactic tree.
3) Semantic Analysis module: this module
serves as a semantic level analysis. It analyses a
sentence structure and construct a semantic tree.

- top-down method
S <-- NP VP
VP <-- V NP PP ADV
VP <-- V NP S'
VP <-- V NP
VP <-- V
- bottom-up method
V <-- LAUX V RAUX
V <-- LAUX V
V <-- V RAUX
NP <-- N NUM CLAS DET
NP <-- N VATT CLAS DET
NP <-- N CLAS DET
NP <-- N DET
NP <-- N CLAS VATT
NP <-- NP PP
NP <-- NP CONJ NP
PP <-- PREP NP
S' <-- S

4) Semantic Generation module: this module
serves as a semantic level generation. It interprets
the meaning from Interlingua.
5) Syntactic Generation module: this module
serves as a syntactic level generation. It interprets
the grammatical structure from Interlingua.
6) Morphological Generation module: this
module serves as a post-process of translation. It
includes reordering module.
Since the generation module is about generating
English sentence from Interlingua, we can reuse
the generation module from Japanese-English MT
system (as shown in arrow 2 in Figure 3). So, the
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Since Thai has lexicon ambiguity problem. In
our approach, the disambiguating rules will be
abstracted from the restricted word position in
sentence. From the example shown in Figure 1, the
sentence "คุณลุง มา จาก บาน (uncle come from home)"
can be disambiguated by applying three rules: 1)
rule for determining between "common noun" and
"title noun" for the word “คุณลุง”; 2) Rule for
determining "active verb" and "auxiliary verb for
the word “มา”; 3) Rule for determining "active
verb" and "verbal preposition" for the word “จาก”,
respectively.
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3.3.2 Dictionary
Dictionary is an important component in a
translation process. Each word in dictionary may
have more than one entry, corresponding to the
meaning of word. The information in each entry is
divided into three types:
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Figure 4 Interlingua Representation

Word
Level

Entry
Level

Information
Level

Analysis Information

1) Analysis Phase information: the information
that relates to Thai words, such as POS [12],
Verb pattern (as shown in Table 1).

เขา 1

Concept Information

TCAT.{PRON}
TSUBCAT.{PPRS}
AKO.{111}

Generation Information

ECAT.{PRON}
ESUBCAT.{PPRS}
CN.{CSIN}
GEN.{MALE}
EORGSPL.{he}

Analysis Information

2) Concept information: the information that
relates to Interlingua representation as
shown in Figure 4.

เขา

...

ECAT.{PRON}
ESUBCAT.{PPRS}
CN.{CPL}
GEN.{MALE}
EORGSPL.{they}

Concept Information
Generation Information
TCAT.{N}
TSUBCAT.{NCMN}
Analysis Information
AKO.{1221}

3) Generation
Phase
information:
the
information that relates to English word,
such as POS, Verb pattern, number, English
surface.

เขา n

Concept Information

ECAT.{N}
ESUBCAT.{NCMN}
EORGSPL.{mountain}

Generation Information

Figure 5 Example of Dictionary Data
Figure 5 shows an example of word "เขา". In
entry “เขา 1”, the word “เขา” is a pronoun and can be
interpreted as “he” or “they”. In entry “เขา n”, the
word “เขา” is a noun and can be interpreted as
“mountain”.
Currently, there are about 25,000 words in our
dictionary. All words can be categorized into noun,
pronoun, verb, verb attribute (adjective), auxiliary
verb, determiner, adverb, classifier, conjunction
and preposition.
3.4

Post-processing module

When translating an unknown word, the output
will be Thai characters, which are mostly not be
recognized by foreigners. Therefore, we provide
the transliterate output in English to at least help
foreigners pronounce the words.
Transliterate module uses Context Free
Grammar(CFG) algorithm to construct a word in
syllable tree form, and then apply Probabilistic
Generalized Left-to-Right Parser (PGLR) to select

Table 1: Thai Verb pattern
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the best tree. After that, syllable-to-phoneme is
applied to change it into phonetic form [16].
Finally, the phonetic form will be mapped to
English syllable by using the regulation from the
Royal Institute of Thailand [11].

4

Implementation

We implement the PARSITTE system in order to
provide to public users. To prevent the overloading
problem due to many requests, we design
architecture to support a large amount of its.
4.1

Figure 7: Interface of the MT-Server

Translation architecture

Figure 6 shows the overall architecture of ClientServer based PARSITTE system, called T-E
Module. This module receives any Thai sentences
as an input for translation.
Server
Thai
text

Client
MT
Client

T-E
System

Figure 8: Interface of the MT Client

MT Server
Thai
text

Thai
text

MT
Client

T-E
System

MT
Client

T-E
System

Figure 7 and 8 illustrate the MT-Server
Program and MT-Client Program respectively. The
translation process can be described as follows:
1)
The MT-Server receives Thai input
sentences.
2)
The MT-Server sends command in
order to specify input filename (Thai
Sentence) to MT-Client.
3)
The MT-Client receives an input file
from MT-Server, sends the content of
input to T-E system to translate, waits
for the output translation, and then
sends the message to MT-Server when
translation is completed
4)
The MT-Server sends the output file
(English Sentence).

Figure 6: Client-Server based PARSITTE
system (T-E Module)

There are two main parts in the T-E module.
First, the MT-Sever is used for receiving our
output in Thai sentence and distributing tasks to
the MT-Client. Second, the MT-Client is a module
that receives tasks from the MT-Server. It manages
the incoming file (translation input) and the
outgoing file (translation output) between the MTServer and the T-E system (PARSITTE system).

In case there are multiple requests
simultaneously, the MT-Server will manage the
translation queue by checking which MT-Client is
available and sending task to that client. If all MTClients are busy, the MT-Server will keep the input
file in a queue and send to the available MT-Client
later.
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4.2

Web-Based service

We provide this system for web-based service. Public users can use our system via the
internet. As described in the previous section, there
are pre-processing and post-processing phases to
accomplish the translation. Users can select
between automatic translation and semi-automatic
one. If they select the automatic translation, the
translation result will be sent automatically. If they
select the semi-automatic one, the output from preprocessing phase will firstly be shown. In this step,
they can edit the output from the segmenting phase
to avoid the fault translation due to the
segmentation errors.

Webpage

HTTP
Protocol

2

1

Semi-Automatic
Sentence Segment and Word Segment

File
Transfer
Thai
Sentence

Web
Server

T-E
module

Automatic
Translation

English
Sentence

Figure 9: T-E web-based Architecture
Considering the web-based architecture
designed as in figure 9, user sends a request
through a web server, which is connected to the
T-E module. After the T-E module finishes its
process, the translation result will be sent back to
the web server and then display on the web page.
An example of web-based service is illustrated
in figure 10. Flow 1 corresponds to the automatic
translation process, whereas, flow 2 corresponds to
semi-automatic one. The later approach is useful
when users require accurate translation, while the
automatic approach is suitable for massive
translation.
In this example, when a user uses the semiautomatic approach, the translation is correct.
However, when a user uses the automatic
translation. The result is deviated due to some
mistakes in word segmentation.
Figure 10: Example of MT Web Service.
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Conclusion and future work

We have developed Thai-English machine
translation and have provided it online at
http://www.suparsit.com/ThaiToEng.php.
Our system works well for simple sentences and
some types of compound ones. However, the
ambiguity between sentence and noun phrase is
still unsolvable.
It is, however, necessary to add more
dictionaries and optimize rule for Thai-English
MT. For the future plan, there are three important
works. First, we aim to increase the vocabulary in
the system, add linguistics rule and apply machine
learning to do both pre-processing and postprocessing phases. Second, we need to improve the
fundamental NLP algorithm for Thai such as word
and sentence segmentation. Finally, we will
develop a test set for evaluating the Thai-English
MT system.
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